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  Abstract 

Numerous CubeSat missions in development intend to go beyond Earth orbit and into the realm of deep 
space.  This brings unique challenges to mission operations given light-time delays, low communication 
rates, and intermittent connectivity.  These missions also represent a growing customer base for the few 
ground tracking assets capable of closing these deep space communication links.  To help the mission 
community contend with the challenges of deep space exploration and help NASA stay in front of new 
demand for its antennas, new solutions are being devised.  This paper describes new techniques and 
services that have the potential to improve how we explore deep space with small spacecraft.  One such 
technique, called “Opportunistic Multiple Spacecraft per Antenna” (OMSPA), enables a deep space 
CubeSat that happens to be in the beam of a scheduled Deep Space Network (DSN) customer the chance 
to use that tracking pass for downlinking telemetry at very low cost. With this technique the telemetry 
stream is extracted post-pass from a full spectrum recording and may be used any time when at least one 
other spacecraft is within the same ground antenna beam and has a scheduled downlink.  If telemetry is 
not absolutely necessary but the mission would like frequent indication of spacecraft health, the DSN 
Beacon Tone service can be used to transmit spacecraft state or level of urgency for ground intervention 
in lieu of a full telemetry pass.  The Beacon Tone Service was used successfully on NASA’s New 
Horizon mission while en route to Pluto.  Another technology intended to improve operations is 
Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN), which provides more internet-like connectivity with the 
spacecraft.  Single spacecraft can benefit from DTN automated store-and-forward and/or automated 
retransmission because it reduces human-in-the-loop analysis.  DTN can also be enabling to networked 
mission concepts where sharing of spacecraft resources or other forms of coordination are necessary.  To 
increase capacity of the ground networks, NASA’s Deep Space Network has adopted a strategy of 
university partnering.  The first such partner, Morehead State University, is working with NASA to 
upgrade its 21m antenna to support the EM-1 CubeSat missions as a “node” of the DSN.  Priority-based 
scheduling techniques are also being developed to more fully automate the DSN resource allocation 
process in order to reduce operations cost.  The techniques described in this paper, taken individually or 
used in combination, have the potential to enhance individual missions and improve the net science return 
across many missions. 
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Introduction  

Missions that operate beyond Earth orbit have unique challenges in communications and operations.   
Larger antennas and more specialized equipment are required on the ground to extract faint signals from 
these small platforms.  The few ground assets that can support deep space missions are in high demand, 
and are in fact “overconstrained” resources in that mission tracking support desires exceed the capacity of 
the network and compromises need to be reached to provide the best service overall to the mission 
community.  Plus deep space missions have unique mission phases, occultations that result in disrupted 
communication, lower uplink/downlink data rates and increasing communications delay as spacecraft 
move further away from the Earth.  CubeSats have these same characteristics when operating in deep 
space plus they are typically even lower power, have smaller antennas, are higher risk, and receive less 
funding for operations than larger missions.  

NASA’s Deep Space Network (DSN) is the primary means for obtaining deep space telemetry for NASA 
missions and has agreements in place for supporting missions from other countries.  The DSN operates 
three antenna complexes located near Goldstone, California, Madrid, Spain, and Canberra, Australia.  
Each complex contains several 34m antennas and one 70m antenna.  The DSN has a history of supporting 
a widely varying set of missions to destinations throughout the solar system.  The growing number of  
deep space small spacecraft missions has motivated development of several new services and new 
approaches to operations.  To help in overcoming the inherent operational challenges deep space 
CubeSats face, the DSN is maturing several services to provide enhanced communication services at low 
cost: 

(1) Opportunistic Multiple Spacecraft per Aperture (MSPA) is a method for enabling any spacecraft 
in the antenna beam for a “paying” DSN customer to leverage that pass to obtain downlink 
telemetry via post-processing.  A full spectrum recording is taken during the pass and telemetry 
for any CubeSat mission in the antenna beam can be obtained via post processing.   

(2) Beacon Operations, a service currently available within the DSN, is potentially useful to the 
CubeSat community as a low cost way to obtain an assessment of spacecraft health without 
having a telemetry pass.   Beacon tones represent a small number of spacecraft states or relay the 
urgency of ground intervention.  The tone is a simple modulated sub-carrier signal that can be 
received on smaller ground apertures and for much shorter tracking pass duration than would be 
required for telemetry downlink.  It is a cheaper service than telemetry tracking and reduces the 
loading on the DSN.  

(3) Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) is another capability that could improve CubeSat mission 
operations.  The automated store-and-forward, prioritization, and other features of the 
communications protocols make interactions with the spacecraft easier, even if there is not a 
“network” of spacecraft.  DTN can also enable new types of missions involving multiple assets 
and can automate data return when using another spacecraft to relay the data. 

(4) Priority-based Scheduling is a new approach being investigated by the DSN to make scheduling 
tracking passes lower cost and more efficient.  With this approach, available blocks of DSN time 
can be allocated to the CubeSat community and within that allocation DSN tracking schedules 
can be generated nearly automatically via a uniform prioritization mechanism that takes into 
account mission phase, urgency, science value, and other factors.  Cubesat missions would submit 
tracking requests but would not have to participate in the day-to-day negotiation process in the 
same manner as the major NASA missions. 

(5) Affiliations with universities are being pursued to increase the number of antennas available to 
the Cubesat community.  This involves upgrading university-owned tracking resources to be able 
to support missions in deep space.  Morehead State is the first such pilot program with an ongoing 
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project to upgrade their 21m antenna to DSN compatibility in time to be used to support the EM-
1 CubeSat deployments in the 2018 timeframe.  Association with the DSN enables CubeSat 
missions to have one process for scheduling which lowers CubeSat mission operational cost.  
Once operational, the Morehead ground station can be operated essentially as a node of the DSN 
for supporting Cubesat missions. 
 

This paper provides more details on these five new capabilities for supporting CubeSats in deep space.   

 

Opportunistic MSPA 
The traditional Multiple Spacecraft Per Antenna (MSPA) technique has been successfully used for over a 
decade to provide two spacecraft, that are within the half-power beam width of a single ground antenna, 
with simultaneous downlink service.  In this technique, each spacecraft transmits to the scheduled antenna 
at its own assigned frequency.  The signals come down through the antenna to two separate receivers, 
each set to receive at the frequency of its assigned spacecraft.  After the receiver and associated 
equipment have demodulated and decoded the signals, the resulting data are routed as appropriate to each 
spacecraft’s mission operations center.  The whole technique is executed in near real time with very low 
data latency.  It has proved particularly useful at Mars, where spacecraft virtually anywhere in orbit are 
generally within the half-power beam width of one of the DSN’s 34m ground stations.  Not only do these 
missions obtain more of their desired passes by using this technique, they also obtain them for half the 
base aperture fee.  While NASA missions do not actually get charged this aperture fee, it does factor into 
their “bottom line” cost during the proposal phase. 
 
The DSN is currently working on increasing the number of spacecraft that can simultaneously downlink 
to one of its antennas from two spacecraft (2-MSPA) to four spacecraft (4-MSPA) as shown in Figure 1.  
For smallsats launched as secondary payloads, this 4-MSPA capability could prove to be particularly 
important for providing simultaneous, low-latency downlink during the deployment phase.  Such will be 
the case for multiple CubeSats launching from Exploration Mission One’s (EM-1’s) upper stage in late 
2018.  While individual uplinks will still be needed for commanding and obtaining two-way Doppler and 
ranging, the uplink will be shared between the CubeSats in a serial fashion during the downlink MSPA 
session – much the same way that Mars spacecraft share the uplink today when using 2-MSPA (Figure 2). 
 

 

Figure 1:  Multiple Spacecraft Per Antenna 
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Figure 2:  Serial Uplink Swapping During 4-MSPA 

A new variation on the MSPA concept, Opportunistic MSPA (OMSPA), offers a potentially lower cost 
approach to providing simultaneous downlink service to multiple spacecraft within the same ground 
antenna beam [1].  Instead of adding more and more receivers to accommodate more and more 
spacecraft, as would have to be the case in traditional MSPA, OMSPA would make use of a wideband 
digital recorder at each antenna capable of capturing IF signals from every spacecraft in that antenna’s 
beam. So, in cases where a spacecraft has already scheduled a traditional downlink on a particular 
antenna, smallsat missions could see if they will be intercepting one or more of these scheduled antenna 
beams and arrange to opportunistically transmit open loop during such timeframes. These open-loop 
transmissions would be captured by the antenna’s recorder.  Via a secure Internet site, the smallsat 
mission operators could then retrieve the time and frequency relevant portions of the digital recording for 
subsequent demodulation and decoding, or subscribe to a service that does it for them (Figure 3).   

While the technique involves higher latency in recovering the downlinked data and would generally only 
be suitable for routine downlink situations, it would offer smallsat users some noteworthy benefits [2].  
First, there are virtually no limits to how many in-beam spacecraft could simultaneously downlink 
(assuming that they have all abided by the internationally prescribed processes for obtaining frequency 
assignments).  Second, because the smallsat users would not actually be scheduling the antenna but, 
instead, would be transmitting open-loop within the beam of some other spacecraft’s scheduled antenna, 
they would not, on their OMSPA passes, have to compete within the scheduling process for scarce 
antenna time.  Third, because of the minimal setup needed to implement OMSPA, they presumably 
would not be charged aperture fees but rather some sort of flat fee to cover the maintenance and 
operation of the recorders and the secure Internet site for obtaining the relevant portions of the 
recordings.  In short, for the downlink passes where OMSPA would be appropriate, smallsats users could 
enjoy relatively contention free access to the antennas and recover their data at significantly reduced cost. 
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Figure 3:  The Opportunistic MSPA Concept 

 

While it is not always easy to find spacecraft that one will be in-beam with, there are some destinations 
and circumstances that prospective smallsat users could design their missions to that would maximize in-
beam time.  Spacecraft in orbit around Mars and Venus are nearly always within the half-power beam 
width of a DSN 34m antenna.  And, sooner or later, all of the spacecraft at either of those destinations 
will need to schedule a traditional link for commanding or two-way Doppler and ranging.  Hence, 
someone at those destinations will generally be available as the “host” while the others can 
opportunistically transmit open loop in its beam.   

Similarly, flotillas of CubeSats deployed from the same upper stage into an Earth Trailing Orbit would 
generally be close enough together to always be within the half-power beam width of a DSN 34m 
antenna as they drift out in their orbits.  Such orbits also require very little delta-v to get into, very little 
navigation to maintain, and would always ensure an earth-equivalent level of sunlight.  And, with 
OMSPA, the flotilla members could all be unrelated and uncoordinated.  They would only need to 
ascertain when one of their members has a traditional, scheduled link for commanding or two-way 
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Doppler and ranging so that they could arrange to transmit open loop during that time period.  Such 
information could be gleaned from DSN 7-day schedule information made available via the secure 
Internet site. 

Other destinations that put smallsat users in the vicinity of a large, “flagship” mission would offer similar 
OMSPA opportunities.  For instance, low-energy trajectories abound that could take smallsats to SEL1 or 
SEL2 at very low delta-v cost.  The timing of these trajectories could be engineered to place the smallsat 
in the halo-orbit vicinity of a high-data-rate “flagship” observatory-class mission that will frequently be 
downlinking to Earth.  Under such circumstances, the smallsat mission would be in-beam and able to 
transmit open loop to the same ground antenna tracking the “flagship” mission.  So, OMSPA 
opportunities definitely exist for smallsats, if one looks for and designs to them. 

As for proof that the OMSPA concept will really work, a demonstration was conducted during 2014 in 
which Mars Odyssey was treated as the “smallsat” and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) as the 
“host” spacecraft [3]. Using a specially created Beam Intercept Planning System (BIPS) and a DSN 7-
Day Schedule Cross-Comparison (7-DSC) tool, timeframes were identified when Mars Odyssey would 
be transmitting while in MRO’s ground antenna beam (and not occluded by Mars).  Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry (VLBI) Science Receivers (VSRs) were used to record the Mars Odyssey downlink 
telemetry during these timeframes. The recordings were played back to a secure server at JPL. The 
demonstration team’s signal processing personnel retrieved the recordings from this secure server and 
downloaded them to a workstation containing an OMSPA Software Demodulator (OSD) tool that was 
developed to demodulate and decode the Mars Odyssey signal. By comparing the transfer frames 
obtained through OMSPA with those recovered via Mars Odyssey’s formally scheduled downlink, the 
recovered data were then validated. At least 99.95 percent of the transfer frames were successfully 
recovered during each of three demonstrations – one from each DSN Complex.  In all cases, data 
recovery occurred well within a single day.  So, for recovery of routine downlink, OMSPA constitutes a 
viable technique that future smallsat missions may wish to consider. 

Beacon Operations 

The DSN Beacon Tone Service is a very efficient way for a spacecraft to communicate its status to the 
mission operations team using minimal DSN track time which translates in to less overall cost, staff 
support, and antenna usage.  The basic idea is to have the spacecraft’s fault-monitoring subsystem 
command the onboard RF subsystem to output a specific tone frequency based on the health status of the 
spacecraft. The DSN provides up to 4 tone frequencies per spacecraft carrier.  These 4 tones are 
subcommutated on the carrier. Tone center frequencies are separated by 5000Hz to ensure that there is no 
confusion with which tone is being received. When detecting a tone frequency, the DSN station will 
acquire the carrier open loop in order to detect the specific tone value.  This information is then sent to the 
mission operations team for spacecraft health status interpretation. Beacon tracks are setup as downlink 
only tracks and are recommended to be at least 15 minutes in duration.  When compared to a nominal 4-5 
hour health and safety telemetry contact, the beacon contact is very efficient in its use of DSN antenna 
time.  Additionally because the beacon SNR threshold is on the order of 5 dB-Hz versus the telemetry 
threshold of 18 dB-Hz, smaller aperture antennas can be used, thereby, further reducing the cost per hour 
as the smaller antennas cost less per hour of use.  It follows that a mission using the Beacon Tone service 
in place of nominal telemetry service incurs a lower DSN cost and uses less antenna resources allowing 
other DSN mission users more access to the network.  
 
The Beacon Tone service was used extensively in the primary phase of the New Horizons Mission and is 
planned for use in the proposed Extended Mission.  New Horizons launched in January 2006, performed a 
Jupiter Gravity Assist (JGA) in February 2007 and reached Pluto closest approach in July 2015.  Between 
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the JGA and the start of the Pluto Approach phase in January 2015, there was a long cruise phase of 
minimal activity punctuated by yearly 3-month calibration and checkout periods. Given this mission 
concept and the reality that cost is a huge consideration for space missions, the Beacon Tone service was 
adopted very early in the New Horizons mission concept development phase.  A specific software 
operational mode (hibernation mode) was added which caused specific fault monitoring rules to be 
evaluated while in this mode. Additionally, a hardware timeout of 365 days was added to the nominal 
timeout periods. 
 
New Horizons utilized periods of hibernation mode during 7.5 years of its 9.5 year journey to Pluto.  It 
was put into hibernation mode when not performing calibrations, checkouts or realigning the spacecraft 
antenna to maintain communications for beacon tone receipt.  If New Horizons remains in a low-level 
active operation mode instead of going into hibernation mode, a command and telemetry contact of 5 
hours 3 times a week is required to downlink health and safety data and to collect navigation ranging data.  
When New Horizons is in hibernation mode, this data is not required primarily because many of the 
spacecraft components are turned off, thereby also saving lifetime on spacecraft components. Instead, a 
weekly 90-minute beacon contact (Beacon Tone Service) and a monthly 6-hour telemetry contact 
(Command & Telemetry Service) are required.  For New Horizons, this meant an 80% reduction in 
antenna usage per month when in hibernation mode vs. a low-level active operations mode. Over these 
7.5 years, New Horizons spent an average of 67% in hibernation mode. 
 
Because the fault monitoring software active during hibernation was built in at mission concept, the 
health and safety of New Horizons was fully integrated and accounted for while in hibernation mode. 
New Horizons has two carriers which means a total of 8 tones could be mapped to 7 groupings of faults, 
with one tone being reserved to indicate that no onboard faults were detected. In addition, the monthly 
hibernation telemetry contact reported the most critical telemetry values identified by the subsystem 
teams. Given this tone and telemetry information, there was good visibility into what was happening 
onboard a hibernating New Horizons. 
 
When New Horizons is hibernating, there is less oversight required of the mission operations team which 
includes the sequence development team.  Putting New Horizons in hibernation mode allowed this small 
team to start planning the command sequences surrounding the Pluto closest approach earlier than 
originally scheduled.  Starting development of the encounter sequences meant more time for the team to 
evaluate the command sequences for robustness, tolerance to a variety of faults, and efficiency of 
observations. In addition, the unexpected discoveries of two new moons in 2011 and 2012, allowed time 
the team would not have normally had to develop a set of alternative command sequences to be used in 
the event that an unexpected debris field was discovered around the Pluto system.  In this way, the 
additional time gained from hibernation allowed for a very robust Pluto encounter plan.   
 
Lessons learned from New Horizons 
The high-level specific lessons learned from New Horizons utilizing the Beacon Tone Service are: 
 

1. New Horizons uses 80% less DSN hours when configured to use the Beacon Tone Service. 
2. New Horizons was able to use the 34m antenna network for beacon receipt through mid-2013 

verses using the 70m antennas for telemetry tracks starting in late 2009. 
3. Embracing the Beacon Tone Service early in the mission concept development phase meant a 

seamless transition to and use of the Beacon Tone Service to fully support reporting the health 
and safety of New Horizons. 

4. Beacon Tone Service usage allowed more efficient use of staff in planning the Pluto encounter. 
5. Beacon Tone service allowed New Horizons to save component lifetime during its cruise phase. 
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6. Because New Horizons did not allow any active guidance and control actions except entry into 
safe mode while in hibernation mode, there was a small, but welcome, savings in propellant 
usage. 

 
The utility of beacon operations for small interplanetary spacecraft is generally expected to be the same as 
for New Horizons but with some unique advantages.  When there are multiple near-simultaneous 
deployments, such as with the upcoming EM-1 mission, beacon operations can be used to give mission 
operations teams rapid assurance of spacecraft health when ground tracking resources are heavily loaded.  
This can be used to either augment or replace scheduled tracking passes.   

 

Disruption Tolerant Networking 

Delay or Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) is a term that describes both an operational concept and 
a communications protocol for use when there is intermittent or delayed connectivity, such as is inherent 
in space communications.  While originally envisioned for enabling internet-like networking in deep 
space, this approach to communications can also be thought of a natural evolution in telemetry processing 
that can lower mission operations cost and improve science data return.  A key concept with DTN is 
“store-and-forward”, which enables custody to be transferred from node to node instead of a having 
custody transfer at the end-points of the communication network. In a space environment, this is 
particularly advantageous due to limited onboard storage and the need to get at least some of the data 
down as soon as possible.   

Figure 4 illustrates this in a notional future deep space communication environment involving lunar 
spacecraft as well as missions beyond Earth orbit.  Space networking could be required to enable multi-
spacecraft to communicate to share resources or coordinate to achieve mission objectives.  Non-CubeSat 
assets, could also be leveraged, as shown in the figure, to serve as relay nodes for a CubeSat in the 
vicinity of the Moon but not in view of the Earth.  If there isn’t a relay or network in space but rather just 
a single spacecraft, DTN can enable automation of downlink planning, which is known to be particularly 
difficult due to the simple nature of the data management systems onboard these small spacecraft. 

 

 
Figure 4:  Notional view of a store-and-forward space network 

involving deep space CubeSats relaying data through a Lunar Orbiter. 

The protocol was first tested in deep space on the NASA Epoxi mission spacecraft in 2008.  Since then, it 
has undergone further testing in Earth orbit and is currently implemented onboard the International Space 
Station (ISS) for use with ISS Payloads to better manage data in a fashion similar to the “drop box” 
capability on desktop computers.  The EM-1 CubeSat missions funded by NASA’s Adavanced 
Exploration Systems (AES) have been given guidance to adopt the protocol and it is currently planned for 
implementation within the DSN next year and at Morehead State beginning this summer.  On the flight-
side, DTN is planned for implementation beginning also this summer or early in the Fall on the JPL-
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developed Iris Transceiver, which is baselined for the AES-funded EM-1 CubeSat deployments as well as 
for some of the other EM-1 CubeSats.    

 

The DTN protocol has been in development since the early 90’s via collaboration between multiple 
organizations, primarily within the NASA community.  At this point, the basic DTN capability is mature 
and can be used operationally.  The Interplanetary Overlay Network (ION) software is the NASA 
implementation of the protocol and is available for open source download via SourceForge.  The core 
protocols, Bundle Protocol (BP) and Licklider Transmission Protocol (LTP) have achieved blue book 
(final specification) status within the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS), which is 
the standards body for space agencies around the world.  Additionally, a terrestrial DTN standard is being 
developed within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).  Ongoing development activities in 
security, quality of service, and routing are intended to augment the current capability and will be 
available incrementally over the next couple of years.   

 

Priority-Based Scheduling for Deep Space CubeSats 

DSN scheduling is a complex process, aided by tools and procedures to help produce consensus on the 
overall tracking schedule.  While the cost of this process has decreased as new capabilities were put into 
place in past few years, the amount of mission participation in the process may introduce a burden on the 
individual CubeSat missions given their highly constrained operations budgets.  To help mitigate the cost, 
a two-fold approach to DSN scheduling for CubeSats is being investigated.  This involves identifying and 
allocating blocks of unused DSN time and then scheduling those times based on a more complete mission 
prioritization scheme than is currently in place for larger missions.  The thinking is that antenna 
scheduling may be new to this community, upfront agreement on mission priority schemes across all 
known deep space CubeSat missions would be easier to achieve and would enable more complete 
automation.  This could in fact be a pathfinder for expanding the automation within the current DSN 
scheduling process for all missions to achieve more optimal schedules at lower cost to all involved. 

As part of an investigation of integrating existing specialized tools to provide relevant information for 
CubeSat mission designers and planners, the engineering team has been working on a new software 
architecture that allows timely and efficient access to both geometric and link analysis calculations. The 
former include antenna visibility intervals and occultation and shadow intervals, while the latter provide 
maximum supportable data rates and link margins. By provided these in a seamless software environment, 
we can facilitate studies such as planning and scheduling options, and mission design and analysis trade-
offs. Additionally, a standardized but extensible data interchange format for this kind of information 
would facilitate the communication between users and space agencies that support their work, from 
design up to and including operational phases. 

Our architecture is based on established software technologies: portlet technology for developing and 
deploying standards-based modular web components (JSR standards 168 and 286), with both user 
interface and server-side functionality, and RESTful interfaces for web services. REST (Representational 
State Transfer) is an approach to web services that builds on the HTTP protocol as a general mechanism 
for client-server interaction. REST interfaces are widely supported in the open source and commercial 
world and facilitate the definition of client-side components that can request services, display results, and 
provide a rich interaction with the end user.  

Our software also includes some additional components that work well together in providing a seamless 
service: 

• Liferay (https://www.liferay.com) – a portal server that follows Java standards in providing a 
framework for components that either deliver self-contained functionality, or work in conjunction 
with other portlets  
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• mongodb (https://www.mongodb.org) – a high-performance NoSQL database that provides a file 
system-like storage interface for large files 

• node.js (https://nodejs.org) – a server-side JavaScript engine with highly scalable HTTP server 
functionality and a large number of 3rd party expansion modules, including the restify package 
(http://restify.com)  

From an application perspective, we are integrating two major sources of information relevant to CubeSat 
mission planning and scheduling: 

• geometry calculations performed by the SPICE toolkit (http://naif.jpl.nasa.gov) -- these provide 
timings of rise/set, occultations, shadow events, etc. as seen from an observer antenna 

• link analysis calculations performed by a customized calculator based on the algorithm embodied 
in Telecom Forecaster Predictor [1] 

By combining these in a single portlet-based interface (e.g. [2]), it is possible to assess candidate 
trajectories and spacecraft designs, from the perspective of data volumes returned and accessibility from 
various satellite networks. 

An example of the potential integrated visualization portlet is shown in Fig. 5. This is a set of Liferay 
portlets that show multiple mission trajectories with spacecraft visibility intervals in a timeline (right); 
clicking on any interval drills down into link analysis details (inset upper right). Different radio profiles 
can be selected from a drop-down list for what-if scenarios.  

 
Figure 5:  Priority-based Scheduling graphical user interface example 

Link performances are calculated 
for selected intervals. 

Radio Transceiver profiles are saved in 
Batch Library. Link performance can be 
calculated for a single point or entire 
interval from Schedule View.

Liferay Portlet Schedule 
View uses geometry-
telecom web service to 
populate a timeline
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University Partnerships 

NASA Centers have traditionally leveraged university researchers, students and facilities to enhance its 
research and development activities toward technology development, planetary research and astrophysics 
programs.  NASA-University partnerships have been facilitated by specific funding opportunities - 
partnership solicitations, and have spanned the gamut of small to large-scale missions from Discovery 
class to flagship missions.  These partnerships have not typically targeted the development or 
advancement of ground station or ground networks technologies and processes.  While the frequency of 
flagship missions has not increased and other mission classes have also seen only modest increases this 
decade, a new, disruptive technology is about to change this steady-state. NASA and other space 
organizations are entering a new era- that of solar system exploration utilizing small, inexpensive yet 
highly capable satellites, of which the CubeSat form factor is predominant.  CubeSat missions to date 
have been flown at an increasingly rapid rate, with some 200 being flown in 2016, 250 estimated to 
launch in 2017 and over 300 in 2018.6  To date, all of these CubeSat missions have been confined to low 
Earth orbit (LEO).  However, this situation is about to change as NASA and university and private sector 
partners are preparing the first generation of interplanetary CubeSats.  JPL's Inspire7 mission or MarCO8 
are likely to be the first beyond-LEO CubeSats launched in 2018 followed shortly thereafter by 13 
interplanetary CubeSats being prepared for launch on Exploration Mission One (EM-1) the maiden 
voyage of NASA's Space Launch System (SLS).  These interplanetary CubeSats are targeting destinations 
including the Moon and Near Earth Asteroids.  Collectively they have the potential to represent a new era 
of interplanetary research through significantly increased number of missions sent to planetary 
destinations. 

To increase capacity of the ground networks to contend with the EM-1 CubeSat deployments and other 
upcoming interplanetary CubeSat missions, the DSN has adopted a strategy of university partnering.  An 
enhanced DSN (EDSN) can be achieved by transferring DSN processes and techniques, precision timing 
standards, data formatting, handling and transfer protocol, and mission and ground operation processes to 
existing university-based large aperture antennas.  A number of large-aperture (>11 m) ground stations 
exist that could be leveraged to expand DSN capabilities for the support of smallsat missions to beyond-
LEO destinations.  The first such partner, Morehead State University, is working with NASA to upgrade 
its 21m antenna to support the EM-1 CubeSat missions as a “node” of the DSN.  Lessons learned from 
this prototype study that is currently underway will be applied to future efforts to enlist large-aperture 
university and private sector ground stations a cross-support nodes on the DSN.  

 

Morehead State University 21m Station Upgrade to DSN compatibility 

The Morehead 21m Antenna System was designed as a multi-purpose station, and is currently in service 
as a ground station for small satellite missions, as a radio telescope for astronomical research and as an 
experimental station for communications systems development.  The 21m antenna performance 

                                                
6 "2016 Nano/Microsatellite Market Forecast", Space Works Enterprise, Atlanta GA, USA, 2016 
7 "INSPIRE: Interplanetary Nano-Spacecraft Pathfinder in Relevant Environment", Andrew Klesh, John Baker, Julie 
Castillo-Rogez, Lauren Halatek, Neil Murphy, Caro Raymond, Brent Silverwood, 2nd Annual AIAA- USU 
Conference on Small Satellites, SSC-13 XI 8, 2013 
8 MarCO: CubeSats to Mars in 2016, Andrew Klesh, Joel Krajewski, Small Satellite Conference presentation, Logan 
Utah, USA 2015 
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capabilities are currently well-suited to meet the requirements of low power spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit 
and have been described in previous papers.9,10   

 
The 21 m antenna is currently undergoing upgrades supported by NASA's Advanced Exploration Systems 
(AES) to increase its performance capabilities toward becoming DSN-compatible with a goal of 
providing cross-support for beyond-LEO CubeSat missions.  The ultimate goals of the upgrade program 
are: 1.) DSN-compatible 21 m System Architecture Design that includes hardware and software upgrades 
necessary to support deep space tracking, ranging, and commanding, SLE compatibility and CCSDS 
protocol compliance 2.) the demonstration of the MSU 21 m antenna as a DSN-compatible downlink 
node 3.) demonstration of an end-to-end communications test utilizing the 21 m, the test bus that 
demonstrates recording, demodulating, and decoding received data, and receipt and execution of 
commands from the GS to the test bus, all utilizing appropriate CCSDS standards and SLE protocol, and 
4.) demonstration of the capability to support multiple spacecraft per aperture (MSPA) activities, and 5.) 
demonstration of the establishment of navigation strategies and processes to a university-based Center 
utilizing the Advanced Multi-Mission Operations System (AMMOS). 

Significant hardware and software upgrades are required for the 21 m system to provide effective cross-
support for deep space CubeSat missions.  Performance upgrades currently being implemented are 
divided into seven areas that include:  

1.) RF/Feed System Improvements 

2.) Digital Back-end Improvements 

3.) Antenna Control Upgrades 

4.) Software Systems 

5.) Transmit/Uplink 

6.) Connectivity/Security 

7.) Radiometric Measurements (Tracking and Ranging) 

To provide cross-support for beyond-LEO CubeSats requires that significant performance capabilities be 
implemented to a station that is configured for LEO spacecraft operations.   These improvements in RF 
and related capabilities involve the development of an X-band Deep Space Feed system.  The X-band 
Deep Space Feed is required to have improved gain through the implementation of low-noise cryogenic 
low noise amplifiers (LNAs), implementation of a noise calibration system, high power transmit 
capabilities, tracking and ranging accommodations and an optimized RF configuration (shown in Figure 
6).  New technological innovations such as the commercial availability of compact, closed cycle 
cryogenic LNAs make these performance improvements feasible.   
 

                                                
9 "Architecture and Concept of Operation of Next-Generation Ground Network for Communications and Tracking 
of Interplanetary Smallsats," Kar-Ming Cheung , Douglas Abraham, Belinda Arroyo, Charles Lee, Eleanor Basilio, 
Alessandra Babuscia, Courtney Duncan, Dennis Lee, Kamal Oudrhiri, Timothy Pham, Robert Staehle, Stefan 
Waldherr, Gregory Welz, Jay Wyatt, Benjmain Malphrus, Marco Lanucara, William Dove, Sabrina Corpino, 
CubeSat Developers Workshop, San Luis Obispo, CA, May 2015 
10 “University-Based Nanosatellite Missions and Ground Operations at Morehead State University,” B. Malphrus, 
M. Combs, J. Kruth, K. Brown, B. Twiggs, E. Thomas, et al., Proceedings of SpaceOps, American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Smallsat Journal, SSC12-VII-6, 2012. 
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Figure 7  Compact Closed-
Cycle Cryogenic LNAs 
operating at <20 K like the one 
shown here (Callisto Inc.) are 
now commercially available 

 
Figure 6:  Block Diagram of Morehead State University 21 m Improved X-Band Feed System 

 
Technologies now exist that facilitate radically increasing the sensitivity of 
the ground station to distant, low power RF transmissions typical of deep 
space systems. Translating to cryogenic LNAs will represent a significant 
improvement in gain and improvements in performance thresholds sufficient 
to support low power spacecraft in the inner solar system.  This level of 
performance achievable with a 20 m class dish is only now possible owing to 
a recent innovation in closed-cycle compact cryogenic low noise amplifiers.  
Closed-cycle (maintenance free without cryogenic compressors and 
plumbing), compact cryogenic LNAs have entered the COTS market and 
successfully implemented on ESA ground stations.  This enabling technology 
achieves a <20K noise temperature at X-band (7.25-8.5 GHz) through the use 
of innovative Sterling-cycle cryocoolers, LN2-fed cold fingers, compact 
compressors, and powdered aerogel insulation.  Contactless bearings and 
seals are designed for ultra-long operating life (>10 years).  This 
technologies represents the capability to improve antenna G/T 
(approximately 5 dB/K at 8 GHz), increase data transfer rates (up to 60%), 
improve link margins and reduce implementation costs associated with 
cryogenic feeds by orders of magnitude.  Improvements to the MSU 21 m 
that can be gained with cryogenic LNAs and other specified hardware 
required to synchronize with the DSN will facilitate the support of CubeSat 
(and other) missions to the Moon, Lagrange points, and Mars (at low data 
rates) as shown in Figure 8 that presents the results of link budget 
calculations for the MSU 21 m with a 20K LNA implemented.11 

 
 
                                                
11 Assumptions:	  Link	  calculation	  is	  referenced	  to	  X-‐band,	  8415	  MHz,	  Link	  margin	  is	  3	  dB,	  Tsys	  is	  referenced	  to	  30	  
elevation,	  90%	  weather	  condition,	  21	  m	  Aperture	  efficiency	  is	  60%,	  Spacecraft	  antenna	  efficiency	  is	  55%,	  2	  dB	  end-‐
to-‐end	  system	   loss	  assumed	   for	   flight	  and	  ground	  systems,	  Minimum	  required	  Eb/No	  of	  2.3	  dB	   (convolutional	  +	  
Reed	  Solomon	  code)	  
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Figure 8: 21 m Performance Measures Pre- and Post-Upgrade 

 

 
To provide DSN cross-support additional technologies beyond the implementation of a high-performance 
Deep Space X-band feed are required.  These include the design and implementation of an updated back-
end receiver system (digital front-end), implementation of an AMPCS Server (to support Uplink), an SLE 
Server (to support Downlink) and implementation of software modules for modem and receiver systems.  
Additionally antenna control unit (ACU) software upgrades are required to accommodate tracking and 
ephemeris inputs (SPK trajectory models) beyond what is typical for LEO (Keplerian two line elements) 
and to generate and share monitor data from ACU and back-end systems.  In addition to improved 
downlink capabilities, high power X-band Uplink capabilities (>200W) must be implemented. 

 

Implementation of Tracking and Ranging Capabilities (Radiometric Measurements)  

While improved sensitivity for downlink and increased transmit power for uplink are necessary and 
challenging to implement, perhaps the most challenging capabilities for university-class stations is 
tracking and ranging capabilities.  Morehead State University is working with JPL to define an overall 
systems architecture that includes hardware systems, software systems and operational protocol.  
Definition of performance characteristics of hardware and software systems is underway but is 
complicated by the lack of commercially available hardware systems.  Hardware systems that need to be 
implemented include extreme precision time standards (H-MASER), tracking and ranging receivers, and 
antenna control systems that can control simultaneous (or sequential) transmission and receive for two-
way Doppler ranging. Data flow processes required to handle and process radiometric data and monitor 
data need to be implemented.  Lunar IceCube and other NASA-supported EM-1 CubeSat missions  will 
serve as test cases to test the functionality and efficiency of these systems and processes.  An ICD 
developed by NASA GSFC's Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) between FSF and the Morehead State 
University Mission Operations Facility (MOC) defines the requirements for radiometric data products and 
flow.  The current project is developing hardware, software and operational systems to meet these 
requirements. 

                                                
12 The projected value of 42.5 dBi/K assumes the use of the existing feed horn 
13 The projected value of 45.5 dBi/K assumes the use of an updated, more idealized feed horn 

Performance Measure Current Values Post-Upgraded Targets 

X-Band Frequency Range 7.0 – 7.8 GHz 7.0 – 8.5 GHz 

LNA Temperature 70 K < 20 K 

System Temperature Tsys 215 K TBD <100 K 

Antenna Gain 68.2 dB (@7.7 GHz) 58.8 dB (@8.4 GHz) 

System Noise Spectral Density -175 dBm/Hz <-178 dBm/Hz 

G/T at 5° Elevation 37.5 dB/K 42.512-45.513 dB/K (10 dB less than 34 
m BWG) 

Time Standard GPS (40-ns) H-MASER (2ns/day) 

SLE Compliant No Yes 
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The implementation of tracking and ranging capabilities will require evolution of the 21 m toward SLE 
compliance and with the capability to process data formatted utilizing CCSDS protocol.  All of these 
upgrades will be implemented and tested on a timeline appropriate to provide cross-support for the NASA 
Exploration Mission-1 (EM-1) CubeSat missions. 

The EM-1 CubeSat missions will also provide an opportunity to test Opportunistic Multiple Spacecraft 
Per Antenna (OMSPA) processes and Delay Tolerant Networking capabilities being built into the 21 m 
prototype study.  The OMPSA concept seeks to provide smallsat missions and other spacecraft with a 
low-attributed-aperture-fee alternative for obtaining routine downlink, while making efficient use of the 
available deep space antennas.  Unlike traditional MSPA in which the number of supportable spacecraft 
are limited by the number of available copies of the analog intermediate frequency feed and receivers to 
attach to the feed, OMPSA makes use of a wideband recorder at each station that is capable of capturing 
IF signals from every spacecraft in the antenna beam within the frequency bands of interest 

When smallsat missions see one or more opportunities to intercept the traditionally scheduled antenna 
beam of a “host” spacecraft, they can transmit open loop while in the beam.  Via a secure internet site, the 
smallsat mission operators can then retrieve relevant portions of the digital recording for subsequent 
demodulation and decoding, or subscribe to a service that does it for them. 

As a cross-support experiment, the MSU 21 m station will participate in multiple-spacecraft-per-antenna 
(MSPA) observations, particularly during the early deployment phases of the EM-1 CubeSats.  The EM-1 
mission may include as many as 13 or more CubeSats as secondary payloads, many of which will be 
deployed within a short time (10s of minutes) of each other.  Supporting this large number of CubeSat 
missions will be a challenge for a highly subscribed DSN.  The interval immediately after deployment 
will create opportunities for MSPA activities and will serve as a test of the capabilities of the DSN and 
the federated system architecture.  The time interval for this opportunistic MSPA will be limited 
depending on the CubeSat deployment directions, and the interval between deployments.   

The EM-1 mission and 21 m station combination will also provide an experimental platform to test 
interplanetary DTN.  DTN can be enabling to networked mission concepts where sharing of spacecraft 
resources or other forms of coordination are necessary.   DTN is an approach to computer network 
architecture that improves heterogeneity in networks that may lack continuous network connectivity and 
are required to operate over extreme distances, such as those operating in interplanetary space.  DTN 
offers significant improvement over CCSDS standards and space packet protocol.  The Iris 2 transponder 
developed by JPL will be utilized on several of the EM-1 .  It is possible that the Iris 2 transponder will be 
developed with DTN capabilities which would allow for extensive testing of DTN protocol using the 
CubeSat form factor.  MSU and JPL are implementing DTN protocol layer handling on the 21 m digital 
signal processing system.  This combination has the potential to improve telecommunications with the 
EM-1 cubes by increasing link reliability, in-order delivery of downlink tranmission, duplicate 
suppression, remote management, rate buffering, and data accounting, all over asymmetric and time-
disjoint paths; all while providing a test environment to test DTN techniques. 

The new era of planetary exploration with small satellites being ushered in by the EM-1 secondary 
CubeSat missions will pose both a challenge and a significant opportunity for cross-support activities.  
This project will demonstrate a cost-effective process for expanding DSN capabilities by utilizing non-
NASA assets that has the potential to provide significant support for CubeSat and microsat missions to 
the Moon and inner solar system, thereby enabling interplanetary research with small satellites. 
Significant work remains to be done to prepare the 21 m for cross-support, to test the functionality of 
newly implemented systems, and to train university staff and students in DSN operational techniques.  
Successful cross-support activities for the EM-1 CubeSats undertaken by the MSU 21 m and the DSN 
will represent a significant step toward an enhanced DSN-led deep space network architecture. 
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Current Status and Next Steps 

The emerging new capabilities described in this paper are either available now or expected within the 
couple of years.  OMSPA has been demonstrated using Mars spacecraft and implementation of the DSN 
service is expected to begin in FY17 in order to provide a useable capability for the EM-1 missions in the 
2018 timeframe.  The DSN Beacon Tone service is currently available in the DSN service catalog and can 
be integrated into the design for missions now that would like to use a beacon tone to replace or augment 
telemetry passes.  NASA’s DTN open source implementation is also available for immediate open source 
download at https://sourceforge.net and can be implemented now in flight and ground systems to achieve 
some of the advantages this protocol offers.  More tailored flight implementations, such as for the Iris 
Deep Space Transponder and a DSN implementation to afford better end-to-end network performance, 
are expected to be ready in the next couple of years.  A DSN scheduling service for CubeSats exists now 
but is expected to evolve as the new tools and techniques described here are completed.  University 
partnerhships with the DSN are expected to be first demonstrated during the EM-1 as multiple deployed 
CubeSats use the DSN in a manner where tracking support leverages both DSN and the Morehead 21m 
assets.  Future collaborations with other universities are being investigated and are expected to expand 
this ground network in the coming years. 
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